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Abstract: Periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) is a common surgical treatment for developmental dys-
plasia of the hip. To obtain the optimal method of fixation during PAO, different screw fixation
techniques have been proposed for stabilizing the acetabular fragment. This study assesses the
biomechanical performance of two popular 3-screw fixation techniques: iliac (IS) and transverse (IT)
configurations, through finite element simulations. Additionally, different 2-screw combinations are
simulated to investigate the biomechanical significance of each screw of the fixation configurations.
The study findings show that yield load of the pelvic bone subject to gait loading for IT configuration
is on average 7% higher compared to that of the IS. Although the yield load of the IT is predicted
to be slightly higher, no significant difference in bone stiffness and displacement of the acetabular
fragment are found between two configurations. Simulation results, therefore, do not demonstrate a
significant biomechanical advantage of the IT configuration over the IS. Furthermore, the biomechan-
ical comparison between the 2-screw combinations of IS and IT fixations demonstrates that the most
anterior screw in IS, located at the iliac crest, and the most medial screw in the IT are the most critical
elements in providing sufficient stability and support for acetabular fragment.

Keywords: periacetabular osteotomy; PAO; screw fixation; finite element simulation; biomechani-
cal analysis

1. Introduction

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) is a congenital condition in which the
acetabulum or femoral head is deformed, which results in incongruency between the
femoral head and the acetabular cartilage. If not treated, DDH can lead to early severe
osteoarthritis of the hip joint [1]. Periacetabular Osteotomy (PAO), which preserves and
improves the function of the patient’s own hip, has shown to be an effective treatment
option for patients with DDH [2]. PAO aims to reduce or eliminate pain by improving
the biomechanics of the hip joint and reducing the high stresses that cause damage and
arthritis. For this purpose, the acetabulum is cut around the hip joint and reoriented to
improve the acetabular joint coverage, and in theory reduce the peak contact pressure on
the lateral edge of the acetabulum [2].

Since introduction of the technique, several studies have aimed to analyze and improve
the biomechanical outcomes of the procedure utilizing computer aided interventions and
finite element (FE) computational models [3–11]. Positioning the acetabular fragment
during PAO has its own challenges; therefore, a Biomechanical Guidance System (BGS)
was developed to evaluate the femoral head coverage and guide the surgeons in real-
time [5]. The BGS estimates the contact pressure through Discrete Element Analysis (DEA),
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an analysis capable of estimating the location and magnitude of the peak contact pressure
faster but with a comparable accuracy to those of FE analysis [12,13].

Despite the promising clinical outcomes of the procedure [14], fixation of acetabular
fragment after repositioning remains a challenge. Considering reports of nonunion, post-
operative loss of correction and fragment migration, it is difficult to achieve the fixation
stability after PAO [15–19]. Few studies have compared the biomechanical strength and
stability of different fixation techniques through in vitro experiments [16,17,20]. Two of the
most common fixation techniques are: (1) iliac fixation (IS), in which three 4.5-mm cortical
screws (Figure 1) in the length range of 80 to 120 mm are inserted from the iliac crest to
the osteotomized fragment and (2) transverse fixation (IT) where two such screws are
inserted from the iliac crest to the osteotomized fragment, and the third screw is inserted
transversely from the acetabular segment to the ilium [16]. In the study of Babis et al.
(2002), the transverse screw construct was distinguished to be a more stable and stiffer
fixation with a lower displacement of the pubic osteotomy (2002). In the study of Yassir
et al. (2005), multiple screw configurations were tested against axial cyclic loading, and
small amounts of displacement (<2 mm) and angular rotation (<3 degrees) relative to the
pelvic coordinates were encountered for each fixation technique.
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Figure 1. Geometrical and FE models of different screw configurations in PAO.

The objective of this study is to investigate the biomechanical performance of each
fixation method in providing joint stability after PAO, with the aid of FE analysis that
would assist the surgeons in assessing the advantages of each method. For this purpose,
we develop subject-specific computational models of the pelvic bone, along with IS and
IT fixation screws and compare the fixation techniques through the prediction of bone
stiffness and yield load, peak von Mises stress and compressive strain of both acetabular
and pelvic osteotomized fragments and maximum normal and shear stresses of the fixation
screws. Furthermore, we investigate the biomechanical significance and contribution of
each fixation screw in creating the adequate compression, thereby stabilizing the acetabular
fragment through biomechanical simulations of pelvic bone fixated by two screws in
different combinations of IS and IT layouts.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Geometrical Modeling

We first generate 3D models of the pelvis from segmented preoperative Computed
Tomography (CT) scans of two dysplastic patient models. The first patient model weighs
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51 kg, with PAO performed on the left side of the pelvis. The second model weighs 87 kg,
with PAO performed on the right side. CT scans were acquired on a PQ2000 (Picker
International, Inc, Highland Heights, OH, USA.) with slice thickness of less than 4 mm,
which is resampled to 1 mm. The spacing between slices were less than 2 mm. Through
a threshold-based segmentation of the bony anatomy and manual refinement, the pelvic
bone region is identified and a 3D pelvis model is generated using commercial image
processing software (Amira, Visualization Sciences Group, Burlington, MA, USA) [21,22].
Considering the PAO procedure on detaching the hip socket, we create the acetabular
fragment through a custom-built module in 3D Slicer software [23]. For this purpose, we
first define three cutting planes from anterior to posterior ilium and ischium, and from
superior to inferior pubis, to create mirror-like osteotomies on both sides of the pelvis and
then reorient the acetabular fragment. Using SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks
Corporation, Waltham, MA, USA) software, we place the iliac screws approximately 1 cm
from the Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS) and 1 cm apart from each other. In the IT
screw configuration, two iliac screws are placed approximately 1.5 cm from the ASIS and 2
cm apart. The transverse screw is extended from the anterior inferior iliac spine into the
sciatic buttress. Based on the anatomy of the pelvic bone and surgeon’s accessibility, the
lengths of the screws that attach the acetabular and pelvic osteotomized fragments are
varied. Starting from the ASIS, three IS screws are inserted with the length of 95, 110 and
110 mm for the first model and 90, 100 and 105 mm for the second model (Figure 1). Starting
from the ASIS, two IT screws are 100 and 110 mm, and the transverse screw is 85 mm for
the first model, and they are 95, 105 and 92 mm for the second model, respectively. We also
create five 2-screw configurations by removing individual screws in succession for both IS
and IT fixations of the first model, as shown in Figure 1. In the IT group, the transverse
screw is kept untouched and two screws in the iliac crest were removed sequentially.

2.2. Finite Element Simulation

FE model of each screw configuration is generated using linear 10-node tetrahedral
elements in COMSOL Multiphysics® (COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden) (Figure 1). Mesh
convergence analysis are performed for all the screw configurations to validate the accu-
racy and confidence of the simulations in which the initial mesh is chosen based on the
physics of the simulation, and then the mesh is improved using adaptive mesh refinement
provided in COMSOL. The error estimate is chosen so that the L2 norm of the gradient
of the displacement squared is minimized everywhere in the model. The adaptive mesh
refinement uses the Dual Weighted Residual (DWR) method that is based on a posteriori
error estimation [24,25]. The mesh convergence analysis for IS construct of the first model
is summarized in Table 1, where the maximum von Mises stress is calculated for each
mesh iteration. The adaptive mesh refinement is separately performed with 1, 2 and 4
refinements succeeding the initial mesh with 217,390 number of elements. The results of
convergence analysis demonstrate that all the refinement steps lead to identical peak stress
with a similar number of elements, that is the improved FE mesh. Consequently, the mesh
with one step refinement (i.e., 100,462 number of elements for IS) is chosen for each screw
construct. Final number of elements for the remaining models are displayed in Table 2.

Table 1. Mesh convergence analysis for IS configuration of patient 1.

Mesh Iteration Initial Mesh One Step
Refinement

Two Step
Refinement

Four Step
Refinement

Number of
elements 217,390 100,462 100,419 100,380

Maximum von
Mises Stress

(MPa)
104.59 140.48 140.33 140.26
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Table 2. Number of elements in FE model meshes.

Model Number of Elements

Patient 1
IS 100,380
IT 102,424

IS first screw removed 76,999
IS middle screw removed 74,900
IS third screw removed 73,455
IT first screw removed 76,401

IT second screw removed 73,448
Patient 2

IS 203,057
IT 226,367

We discretize the cortical and trabecular regions of the pelvic bone using Hounsfield
Unit (HU) intensity values extracted from the CT data. The cortical bone and high-strength
alloy steel elements are assumed homogeneous, linearly elastic and isotropic with average
Young’s modulus of 17 and 200 GPa, respectively [26]. For trabecular region, inhomoge-
neous material properties are assigned to each element of the pelvis based on the bone
density observed from CT scan using a density phantom. For this purpose, first inten-
sity values for each element are converted to calcium equivalent density using a linear
relation [27]

ρca = 0.0008× INT − 0.8037, (1)

where ρca denote the calcium equivalent density of trabecular bone in (gr/cm2) and INT
is the intensity values. Next, calcium densities are converted to apparent densities using

ρapp = ρca/0.626, (2)

where ρapp is the apparent densities in (gr/cm2) The last step is to convert the apparent
density to isotropic elastic modulus using an empirical relation [28]

E = 2017.3 ρapp
2.46, (3)

where E is the elastic modulus in MPa. The Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and 0.33 are assumed for
the pelvic bone and screw elements, respectively [6,29].

The contact pressure distribution on the joint surface is estimated using nonlinear
discrete element analysis (DEA) on the patient-specific model of the joint surface. DEA is
an efficient computational method that can be used to determine the stress distribution in
an articular cartilage and compute the joint contact pressure. DEA considers the cartilage
layer as an elastic surface attached to the supporting bone and models the joint contact
pressure profile with linear [3,12] or nonlinear [8,30] rigid bodies; compressive springs
distributed over cartilage region. DEA computes the contact pressure in which the pelvis
is fixed in all 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) while the femur is free to translate or rotate in
any direction for establishing the equilibrium with the system of the springs. In this study,
a loading condition simulating the peak force during normal walking is applied in the
FE model. Considering the weight of each subject, the peak forces of 1167 (145.1, −130.1,
1151) N and 1991 (247.5, −221.9, 1963) N are calculated during walking for first and second
models, respectively, as described by Bergmann et al. [31]. A fixed boundary condition in
all 6 DOF is applied to the top surfaces of the pelvis located at the sacro-iliac joint of the
pelvis to simulate the sacral support [6] (Figure 2).
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The literature reveals that strain-based criterion is the most appropriate bone failure
criterion for estimating fracture rick and predicting yield load [32]. We use maximum
principal strain criterion to determine the volume of the failed elements where the bone
tissue reaches the yield strain. For this purpose, we first compute the principal strains at
the centroid of each bone element and determine the greater value of maximum tensile
strain, |εmax| and minimum compressive strain, |εmin| The maximum strain value chosen
is then compared with the appropriate compressive and tensile yield strains that is εyC =
0.0104 for compression and εyT = 0.0073 for tension [32,33]. A bone element is considered
to be failed if its maximum strain exceeds the corresponding yield strain and eventually the
volume of all the failed elements is computed. We then increase the gait load gradually in
0.01 N increments and repeat the FE simulation to recompute the total volume of the failed
elements until it reaches 1% of the total volume of the pelvic bone. The load at that point
is considered as the yield load of the pelvis subject to gait loading [33,34]. Bone stiffness
is also calculated as the ratio of the applied gait load to the average displacement of the
loaded nodes [33].

3. Results

Based on previous studies, von Mises stress is a good representation of stress distribution
for evaluating different osteotomy methods and fixation techniques due to its impeccable
prediction of injury or failure of bone tissues [6,27,35,36]. As shown in Figure 3, high stresses
emerge at the osteotomized regions surrounding the screw holes in both pelvic and acetabular
fragments, with peak values of 58.0 MPa and 70.11 MPa (Table 3) at the osteotomized pelvic
fragments in the vicinity of the hole surface of the most medial fixation screw (third screw
starting from the ASIS) in IS and transverse screw in IT configurations, respectively. We also
compare the biomechanical performance of IS and IT fixation techniques for a second patient
model, which has shown similar von Mises distribution subject to gait loading. Likewise, in
the second model, the maximum von Mises stress of 28.5 MPa appears at the pelvic fragment
surrounding the most medial fixation screw in IS which is lower than 76.4 MPa in proximity to
the transverse screw in IT fixation. However, maximum compressive strain of IS configurations
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are 3.7% and 5.2% (Table 3) in the first and second, models, respectively, which are higher
compared to those of the IT construct (2.5% and 4.8%). In addition, high von Mises stresses
appear, at the interface as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Table 3. Biomechanics of IS and IT screw configurations.

Patient 1 Patient 2

IS IT IS IT

Peak von Mises stress in osteotomized pelvic
fragment (MPa) 58.0 70.1 28.5 76.4

Peak von Mises stress in acetabular fragment
(MPa) 24.1 29.9 26.5 48.3

Peak compressive strain in both fragments (%) 3.7 2.5 5.2 4.8
Peak normal stress in fixation screws (MPa) 56.0 74.8 67.3 103
Peak shear stress in fixation screws (MPa) 37.8 49.8 45.7 73.6

Peak normal stress in interface (MPa) 31.3 52.5 35.2 59.8
Peak shear stress in interface (MPa) 30.1 36.3 27.7 40.2

Bone stiffness (N/mm) 1677 1703 755 760
Bone yield load (N) 9232 10,107 14,534 15,111

Similar distribution of normal and shear stresses is observed in the fixation screws
(Figure 4) of the two models with the peak values appearing on the most medial fixation
screw in the IS and the transverse screw in IT configuration surrounding the osteotomized
site. The peak normal and shear stresses of the IT screws are, respectively, 74.8 and
49.8 MPa in first and second models (Table 3), which are higher than those of the IS method
(56.0 and 37.8 MPa). Investigation of the displacement profile of both models demonstrate
no significant difference between IS and IT configurations. Maximum displacement of the
acetabular fragment in both configurations is reported as 1.0 mm and 3.7 mm for first and
second models, respectively.
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Using bone failure criterion based on “Maximum principal strain”, it is demonstrated
that none of the screw configuration fails in the presence of gait load. FE simulations predict
the yielding to start at the iliac crest considering the distribution of the failed elements on
the onset of yielding (Figure 5). Furthermore, results predict slightly larger yield load for
IT configurations compared to those of the IS (9% for the first model, 4% for the second
model), whereas no substantial difference in bone stiffness for the given load are found
between IS and IT fixation methods of each model (Table 3).
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Investigation of simulation models with two fixation screws confirm that screw con-
figuration A (Figure 6) with the most anterior IS fixation screw (first screw starting from
the ASIS) removed, has 114 MPa peak von Mises stress and maximum compressive strain
of 6.2% that are higher among all the other, 2-screw combinations and they are identified at
the pelvic fragment in the vicinity of the most medial fixation screw. Similarly, higher nor-
mal and shear stresses (226 and 119 MPa) are found on the most medial fixation screw of
configuration A (Figure 7) and consequently, predicted bone stiffness and yield load are
substantially reduced in configuration A (1509 N/mm and 5380 N) (Table 4). Furthermore,
screw configuration E with the most medial IT fixation screw removed, has larger values
of stresses and strain in pelvic bone (Figure 6), interface and fixation screws (Figure 7)
and therefore lower values of bone stiffness and yield load (1609 N/mm and 6828 N) has
been predicted as compared to the configuration D with the most anterior IT fixation screw
removed. (Table 4).
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Table 4. Biomechanics in different 2-screw configurations of patient 1. 

 IS IT 

 
A: Most  

Anterior Screw  
Removed 

B: Middle 
Screw  

Removed 

C: Most  
Medial Screw 

Removed 

D: Most  
Anterior Screw  

Removed 

E: Most  
Medial Screw 

Removed  
Peak von Mises stress in oste-

otomized pelvic fragment 
(MPa) 

114 58.3 71.5 100 104 
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tabular fragment (MPa) 

40.3 25.5  27.2 11.6 13.8 

Peak compressive strain in 
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6.2 3.4 4.0 2.3 2.6 
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226 80.0 140 121  144 

Figure 6. Von Mises stress distribution after PAO in pelvic bone for different combinations of IS and
IT configurations.
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Table 4. Biomechanics in different 2-screw configurations of patient 1.

IS IT

A: Most
Anterior Screw

Removed

B: Middle Screw
Removed

C: Most
Medial Screw

Removed

D: Most
Anterior Screw

Removed

E: Most
Medial Screw

Removed

Peak von Mises
stress in

osteotomized
pelvic fragment

(MPa)

114 58.3 71.5 100 104

Peak von Mises
stress in acetabular

fragment (MPa)
40.3 25.5 27.2 11.6 13.8

Peak compressive
strain in both
fragments (%)

6.2 3.4 4.0 2.3 2.6

Peak normal stress
in fixation screws

(MPa)
226 80.0 140 121 144

Peak shear stress
in fixation screws

(MPa)
119 59.2 66.1 74.4 77.9

Peak normal stress
in interface (MPa) 189 55.3 83.9 87.8 92.8

Peak shear stress
in interface (MPa) 68.5 36.3 38.0 53.0 53.2

Bone stiffness
(N/mm) 1509 1665 1541 1657 1609

Bone yield load
(N) 5380 8485 6419 7924 6828

4. Discussion

Periacetabular osteotomy is a well-established surgical treatment for developmental
dysplasia of the hip. To obtain the optimal method for stabilizing the acetabular fragment,
various fixation techniques have been introduced, and their biomechanical strength have
been compared through in vitro experiments [16,17,20]. Use of FEA has been proven to
be effective in orthopedics applications [7,26,27,33,35–37]; however, the biomechanical
comparison of different fixation techniques of PAO with the use of FEA is missing in
the literature. In this paper, we assess the biomechanical performance of two popular
fixation techniques: iliac and transverse screw configurations, with the aid of FE analysis.
We also aim to distinguish the biomechanical efficacy and significance of each IS and IT
fixation screw located at the iliac crest in stabilizing the acetabular fragment after PAO
by creating additional FE models with different combinations of two fixation screws.
Multiple factors correlate with the degree of the complexities involved in screw placement
after PAO, including but not limited to the patient demography (e.g., weight, gender and
age), geometry and size of the bony anatomy, and thickness of the ilium and acetabulum.
It is important to note that placing the transverse fixation screw along with two other
screws inserted from the iliac crest in a way that screws do not impinge on each other or
breach the walls of the ilium and acetabulum is more challenging.

Biomechanical simulation of two patient models predicts on average 7% larger yield
load for IT construct with no significance difference in bone stiffness and displacement
between two configurations. Similar results were reported by Yassir et al. [20]. The yield
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load is computed by increasing the simulated gait load until 1% of the volume of the bone
elements within the model fail based on the yield strains. Inevitably, IS configuration
reaches the failure limit point at iliac crest relatively sooner whereas more failed elements
appear in the acetabular fragment of the IT model on the onset of yielding (Figure 5).
Moreover, maximum compressive strain of the pelvic bone in IT is on average 17% lower
compared to IS configuration; however, peak von Mises stress in osteotomized pelvic and
acetabular fragments are estimated to be on average 40% and 32% lower in IS, respectively.
Furthermore, simulation results demonstrate that IS fixation screws are exposed to lower
normal and shear stresses in peak value (on average 31%). Simulation results; therefore,
support the fact that transverse technique has not indicated promising superiority and
advantage in biomechanical performance over the iliac to justify the additional challenge
and time that may associate with the placement of the fixation screws in IT construct.

Simulation results also demonstrate that peak von Mises stress in pelvic and acetab-
ular fragment are, respectively, 10–58% and 48–247% higher in screw configuration A
with the most anterior fixation screw removed; furthermore, the maximum compressive
strain of the bone is 55–170% larger in Model A as compared to the remaining 2-screw
models. Two fixation screws in this model are also under higher peak values of normal and
shear stresses (on average 55–94%). Moreover, FE predicts that bone stiffness and yield
load are 2–9% and 16–37% lower in configuration A, respectively. Comparing with the
original 3-screw IS construct, von Mises stress and compressive strain of both fragments
in configuration A have been increased by average 82% and 68%, respectively, and maxi-
mum normal and shear stresses of the fixation screws have been elevated by on average
260%. In addition, there have been 10% and 42% drops in bone stiffness and yield load
of configuration A, respectively, compared to the traditional IS. Biomechanical analysis,
therefore, confirms that the most anterior screw in the IS construct contribute significantly
to creating, adequate compression thereby providing optimum inherent joint stability and
biomechanical strength for both acetabular and osteotomized pelvic fragments.

The biomechanical comparison between 2-screw combinations D and E of the IT
group indicates that peak von Mises stress and compressive strain in both fragments are on
average 12% and 13% larger, respectively, in configuration E with the most medial fixation
screw removed with higher peak values of normal and shear stresses emerging in fixation
screws (on average 12%). Furthermore, bone stiffness and yield load are, respectively,
3% and 14% lower in the configuration E as compared to the configuration D with the most
anterior fixation screw removed. Comparing the biomechanics of configuration E with
standard 3-screw IT construct, we observe that peak von Mises stress in the acetabular
fragment and peak normal and shear stresses within the fixation screws have been raised
by, respectively, 48%, 92% and 56%. Moreover, stiffness and yield load in pelvic bone have
been shown to be decreased by 5% and 32%, respectively. Simulation results suggest that
the most medial fixation screw inserting from the iliac crest in IT construct has a strong
impact on providing sufficient stability and strength in the acetabular fragment after PAO.

Among all 2-screw combinations, configuration B in IS group (Table 4) with no middle
fixation screw, has shown relatively comparable biomechanical performance to that of
3-screws IS. To elaborate, simulation results illustrate lower peak values of stresses in pelvic
bone (14–46%) and fixation screws (29–60%) compared to the remaining 2-screw configu-
rations. In addition, bone yield load is predicted to be 7–58% larger in the configuration
B, that is 92% of the estimated yield load in the IS. As a result, one could argue that the
fixation screw located in between of the other two in IS configuration has the least influence
in stabilizing the acetabular fragment.

Consistent with the current clinical diagnosis and biomechanical analysis of the hip
dysplasia, we only consider the biomechanical strength and stability of screw fixation
techniques in the presence of the gait loads [9,16,17,38–43]. The effects of different loading
conditions reflecting other activities are not considered in this study. Similar to [6], we also
apply simplifications in the definition of the FE models, such as geometrical modeling of
the screws as a cylindrical solid with no threads to obtain feasible and coherent results.
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However, the fact that the objective of this study is to acquire biomechanical comparison
between different fixation techniques in identical conditions justifies the FE simplifications.
The focus of this study is to compare the outcomes of two different screw configurations.
Due to the limitations and difficulties that surgeons encounter throughout screw placement
(e.g., limited and confined space in acetabular and osteotomized pelvic fragments), finding
the optimal configuration of the fixation screws is not considered in this study. Therefore,
considering individual-based model variations is out of the scope of the current study.
To rule out the effects of bone geometry, density and patient demography on the simulation
results, we run the simulation on a second model and verify that these variations do
not affect the findings. In both models, biomechanical parameters suggest no significant
superiority of the IT configuration over the IS.

Future simulations must consider the effects of variation in direction, thickness and
depth of the fixation screws. In the future, cadaveric experiments also need to be performed
to further justify the comparison results. Moreover, the biomechanical comparison between
screw fixation techniques would benefit from long-term follow-up clinical outcome studies
to investigate the healing process after PAO with each of the screw placements.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we provide a detailed FE model to investigate the biomechanical be-
havior of the iliac and transverse fixation techniques in periacetabular osteotomy that
would assist the surgeons in assessing the advantages of each method. No significant
biomechanical difference is found between two screw configurations in both patient mod-
els. Simulation results of 2-screw configurations demonstrate superior biomechanical
performance of configuration B in IS group with two most anterior and medial screws,
which is relatively comparable to those of 3-screws IS.
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